Reproducibility and variation of morphometric analysis of carcinoembryonic antigen staining in histopathology. The influence of standardized microscopic fields.
Using morphometric methods, five pathologists analyzed the positive staining for carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) in sections from 17 ovarian tumors, with the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) and the mean values of the coefficients of variation (CV) used to assess reproducibility and variation. First, field and point scores for epithelium and mucin were estimated using 25 randomly selected square fields in sections from each of the tumors. The ICC range in the whole sample field was 0.53 to 0.81 (slight to substantial reproducibility) while the mean values of CV were 0.50 to 0.75. Second, the results of using random and standardized individual fields for the measurements were studied in three tumors. In random fields, the ICC was 0.57 to 0.71 (slight to moderate reproducibility) and the mean values of CV were 0.53 to 0.65. The corresponding values in standardized fields were 0.71 to 0.73 (moderate reproducibility) and 0.41 to 0.57, respectively. The results show that the variation is smaller and the degree of reproducibility higher in standardized fields. Considerable variation remains, however, revealing human factors as an important source of variation in practical morphometry.